Davit Bumbeishvili
CONTACT

Country : Georgia

davit.bumbeishvili@gmail.com

City : Tbilisi

https://davidb.dev

SUMMARY
Data visualization engineer, with 4 years full stack development experience. Currently I am specializing in web
based, advanced data visualizations development.

EXPERIENCE
Working Remotely

Aug 2016 — Present (3 years)

Dataviz engineer - D3.js, React, Angular
All Projects - https://davidb.dev
Dtone - Realtime transaction visualization usng firing map
Datastax - Class diagram, graphql source model visualization
Beyond the hedge - created several d3.js visualizations for south wales government
DIWO - Several d3.js visualization and some angularjs work
Ceros - Names database visualization
Trinsic - Realty property demand visualizations
The API Practice - Mind Map
DSIO - Dashboards
Stone ridge technology - spline editor and timeline chart with virtual scroll
ADGS - Machine learning visualizations, timeline, map, network graphs
RootsFinder - d3-force graph and sankey modifications, chromosome diagram
Vertical Nerve - User flow graph visualization
Clonskeagh - Sankey network diagram
Cybersprint - Interactive DDOS attack simulation map and network diagram
Finbrook - Interactive charts for website
OutlinX - Organization chart

Bank Of Georgia

Jul 2014 — Sep 2018 (4 years)

Full Stack .Net Developer - C#, Asp.Net, Angular
RS - worked on employee ranking system for a short period of time, used oracle and asp.net
JAVARUNNER - Utility Desktop Application, which helped to correctly run core bank systems
TEAMCITY - Integrated TeamCity , CI platform, for all internal projects.
HRMS - development of HR platform ( reporting and hiring module)
HRMS 360 - worked on HRMS 360 platform, which was responsible for annual employees surveys
CES - Realty properties evaluation system, we used angular.js and Asp.net MVC tech stack.

PROUD OF
Proud member of data visualization society and community
Proud winner of dataviz hackathon "Back to the future - 2018"
Proud "top rated" freelancer on Upwork
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Master: Software engineering (Iliauni)

2015 — present

Achievements - 100% scholarship grant

Bachelor: Economics (TSU)

2011 — 2015

Achievements - 3.9 GPA, 100% scholarship grant , three times stipend winner

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Strong - d3.js, mapbox, deck.gl , vanilla javascript
Normal - angular, react, asp.net

LANGUAGES
English - fluent, Georgian - native
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